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SYNOPSIS 

A gritty urban thriller inspired by real events, Adios Vaya Con Dios is the authentic story of two friends within the world 

of Chicago's Latino street gangs. A day of reckoning approaches for Rory, a rising Irish-Mexican street lieutenant for the 

Olmecs, when his trusted life-long friend Eloy, just released from prison, dives right back into the chaotic crucible of 

violence and retribution that engulfs their neighborhood. Their friendship and loyalty to each other is tested to the limit. 

Adios Vaya Con Dios was completed through the participation of the Latino communities of Chicago, which united 

together in support of the film, devoting their stories and personal experiences. The film was directed by ‘La Raza’ 

meaning ‘The People,’ a movement of the heart, where the Chicago Latino communities united together opening their 

businesses, homes, streets and souls to us. 

Cinematically, we have seen churches come together in support of independent films resonating with their values; this is 

the closest comparison to the experience we had on Chicago’s urban streets. Undeniably, Adios Vaya Con Dios is the 

first Latino film to be created by a united barrio with real locations, real people and real stories. 

THE PRODUCTION 

 
– Authored by Marius Iliescu 

I believe there is no such thing as a film production that nominates itself as valuable if there is not a real opinionated 

voice in it or about it. Let me tell you what I know: Certain productions might have the voice of an ambitious, talented 

and experienced director; others might have been blessed with an amazing cinematographer or gifted actors, BUT it is 

no secret that Hollywood relies most of the time on power names that can guarantee the deliverance of success, 

whichever that might be, usually in Hollywood’s terms, ‘financial.’ It is a big business after all and it cannot be 

considered successful unless it is profitable. In order to be profitable in this industry (in order to make money) lots of 

money must be spent - astronomical amounts deployed with a huge army of people, all at the service of making a film. 

However, the only guarantee in showbiz is that there is no guarantee and this explains the paranoia of the film industry. 

Even with a quarter billion dollar mega-production, with a chain of superstars, the best shooting conditions and FX 

wizards can be a flop against all predictions. Let me tell you what I witnessed: On the other hand, a small budget film 

with a big idea can become the next El Mariachi, a creative fork in the road that can change the comprehension of 

filmmaking as a business- nothing is set in stone, anything is possible and Adios Vaya Con Dios is the result. 

We did not have Hollywood we had La Raza. While Adios Vaya Con Dios showed no lack of talent, its real strength stood 

in the hearts of the community from which the story was taken. Goobye & Go With God, the English translation, has 



almost a symbolic meaning: a story of many of us having found a voice, expressing it loud and sending it out into the 

world for everyone to witness. The realism and grit of Rory and Eloy’s friendship, the love of Vanessa that drives Rory to 

change, Eloy’s deceit toward Mayra, the better for us to understand the world surrounding us. What makes this film 

different is that the project ‘did not and would not’ allow anybody to elevate themselves above others. Every single one 

of the actors had to act within the laws laid out before them by the community/neighborhood. This is the reality of 

Adios Vaya Con Dios, this is the reality of the streets. Here, people are real, places are real and relationships are real. 

Cities like Aurora, Joliet and many others of Chicago’s “bad hoods” are usually secluded in regards to what happens 

within. The production had moments when its authenticity convinced even the Aurora cops to jump in action and hold 

Zachary Laoutides, the lead actor, at gunpoint, believeing that a real gang hit was taking place. Authenticity is every 

director’s dream and we achieved it with the unconditional help of everyone coming forth to participate in the telling of 

their story/their neighborhood. 

The fact that everyone involved, from bar owners to churches and neighborhoods opened up to us and asked us to show 

their stories, it’s a sign, in my humble opinion, that they wanted change and change can occur only when the problem is 

acknowledged. Letting us into their private lives, allowing us to see how they fear losing their children to gang violence, 

showing us the unspoken rules, traditions and customs one must abide by in order to exist. This inspired us, the 

filmmakers, to transcend their experiences universally. At some point someone has to change the game in order to 

create the change.  Adios Vaya Con Dios began to change all of us. 

Adios Vaya Con Dios a story about salvation, here and now. A new chance at life that some are afraid to take, others are 

willing to die for. It is and was our mission.  

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

 
The concept of ‘La Raza’ is as unique as the making of Adios Vaya Con Dios. Its simplicity and power comes from the fact 

that when many people unite, speak the same language their cultural voice is stronger and clearer. It’s not an easy thing 

to deal with cinematically; most of the time an orchestra needs a single conductor to operate. However, in this case it 

worked perfectly because what we portrayed through the movie needed multiple voices to express its reality. The barrio 

has a specific way of doing things, a specific slang, a rank and scale of relationships. No amount of documentation could 

bring the production team even close to the level of authenticity required to breathe life into the film, so we listened to 

the people; we learned from them evolving the movie from their lead. In filmmaking simplicity is key; a most minimal 

movement expresses all that the camera needs. In other words, less is more; that principle once followed created an 

avalanche of bright ideas and choices on set. The barrio has an already established strong voice; all we did was to allow 

it to be expressed clearly by cinematic means. The result is an awarded film, Audience’s Choice Award Second Runner-up 

at the Bel-Air Film Festival in Los Angeles, CA. Could it be a coincidence that the award relates to the audience’s choice? I 



beg to differ. People know when other people open up to them and appreciate that fact. La Raza works; it’s the opposite 

of divide and conquer, the old Roman principle of supremacy. The vox populi is universal and when guided with honesty 

the results ignite and unite. 

Filmmaker Q & A for Adios Vaya Con Dios 

 

Ave Fenix Interview - October 2013  

Actor, Director and Producer Marius Iliescu 

How was it to play Tiger De'Leon in the movie Adios Vaya Con Dios? How did you prepare for the role?  

When I first encounter the character I’m about to become I sense his emotional print on me after the first couple of 

script reads. In this particular case what gave me the first touch was his name. It’s very striking, the name has a Tiger and 

a Lion in it; it’s powerful and has authority. I don’t know too many accountants or engineers being blessed with this kind 

of name; when you punch numbers or build bridges most of the time your ID says David, Charles or Paul. Not the case 

here, so I started my journey toward becoming Tiger De’Leon from the premise that he must be in a position of 

authority, of holding power, of imposing will upon others.  

Is this true in Tiger’s case?  

Yes, he wants authority but he doesn’t have it. Yes, he has a big name with a powerful family behind it, but all he does is 

beat and rape teenagers who can’t fight for themselves. His pain comes from the fact that his authority is not taken in 

consideration by others; instead his own cruelty feeds his own misery creating a vicious circle, crossing the line between 

ancient coming to manhood traditions and physical abuse.  

Why does he do it this way?  

In his mind he should be up in the cartel’s rankings dealing with real money and not a babysitter for young gang 

members. He is a punisher for the sake of physical hurt. For me in order to understand Tiger and be able to re-enact 

him, I had to go into my own dark memories looking for moments when I had the skill and authority to decide something 

of importance, but I wasn’t elected and devalued. It happened quite a few times in my past and it triggered resentment 

and disappointment. It was the tool that I used to map Tiger’s intentions, physical reactions, and interactions with the 

other actors in the scene. I sensed Tiger’s presence like a pre-eruptive volcano, waiting for the smallest air bubble to 



explode. It was challenging because I resent violence even if I was in a middle of it many times in my life. The key for 

becoming a particular character is to like it unconditionally and not to judge it. I liked Tiger struggle for power and I 

made it mine; I liked his raw energy and I used it as mine; I respected his personality and I borrowed it.  

You were working with actual real people from the barrio, some of them real gang-members; what was 

your experience directing them and making the scene come to life?  

On set, real people were a true treasure to me. First of all, they are simple and respectful; they have no vanities and are 

ready to do anything if they are respected as who they are and guided as such. Of course, it requires patience and 

discipline to keep them charged and focused on set. Their lack of experience must be changed into raw energy based on 

their street mannerisms and relationships. If the director has that intuition, the scene will gain more realism. The 

community helped me tremendously in building the atmosphere of Adios Vaya Con Dios and felt instinctually every beat 

of action required by the scene. During the scene I pushed everyone involved into physical activities, clear and simple 

gestures that connected everyone and created an organic feel to the scene no matter how long and elaborate the scene 

became. Giving them the sense of being part of a movie that ultimately portrays their own life meant everything to 

them. I used this self-created positive energy toward the objective of the scene, respectively the unity of the gang-

members against their own boss. They actually got so well into their characters that in the end of the scene I personally 

felt their power against mine when I was literally beat up on the ground and after I could “admire” my bruises for a 

week or so. As a living proof that they were the characters they were asked to be; in the beating scene they let out an 

entire dictionary of gang slang and curses, which, as a director made me very proud because that meant that I opened 

their personalities, in other words, that I did my job.  

Do you believe there is a difference with European acting and American acting? How do you incorporate 

your methods into your work when you direct and act?  

I believe that European acting is more physical in a sense that the actors tend to go after their objectives in a more direct 

way. The words follow the actions, the method of physical actions that is. I came from a part of the dramatic world 

influenced by Stanislavsky, Meyerhold, and Grotowsky, among others and all of them emphasized the - “to do” as 

translation for the “to act” as the opposite for “to think about how I am going to do it”. It’s a clear cut way to deal with 

what your character wants in a film, or a play for that matter.  

To me, acting is based on self-discovery, perhaps that’s why I love it so much. With every finalized scene the actor 

enriches himself with another layer of humanity. It should be a humiliating and a graceful experience. Just like people 

enter a church to find an unseen belief, the same way the actor must believe in their encounter with a stranger called  a 

‘character.’ Working on a character is a two way street; it implies moving toward the character based on the facts 

written or implied in the script along with opening myself toward the character’s particularities that I might find within 

myself at first glance. This is the first layer of building my road to meet my nemesis and everything from my past, 

memories, experiences, fears, pains, achievements will help straightening that road. Whatever follows is based on a 

subtle listening to what the character has to say to me. After mapping my character’s arc I make choices based on what 

my character is telling me that he wants. The same happens when directing, I enjoy the freedom to choose from my 

actors whatever I think or feel best represents my vision.  

Every actor when finding his or her’s character, they just know it. It’s like true love, words are unnecessary, it means that 

the subconscious made the choice and it’s the best choice out there. Why? Because it’s not based on thinking, but 

rather on raw and untamed instincts, guts as opposed to interests. - Follow Marius at www.mariusiliescu.com 

 

 

http://www.mariusiliescu.com/
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AWARDS 

Official Selection - Bel Air Film Festival 2014 

 

 

 

 



2nd place, Best Audience Feature 

 
 

Nominated, Best Actor- Zachary Laoutides 

 

 

 

 



Nominated, Best Jury Feature Film Screenwriting - Zachary Laoutides 

 

 

 

 



ARTISTS THAT UNITED FROM MEXICO TO THE UK 

 

Executive Producer and founder of Ave Fenix Pictures Mónica Esmeralda León  

Mónica Esmeralda León founded Ave Fenix Pictures in 2013 with the desire to show stories that could change and 

influence perspectives, highlighting the untold stories, many of which are found within the urban struggles of her 

community in Chicago and Mexico. 

 

"I am one of millions who have stories that we trace back to small villages and towns; an odyssey of trials & tribulations, 

of romance, victory and tragedy. We want to tell timeless stories that are honest reflecting the human experience. From 

the ashes of time and history, stories that will continue to echo long after we are gone that can be reborn from 

generation to generation. Those are the laws of the Ave Fenix in mythology that we have put into reality." 

 

 

Writer and Actor Zachary Laoutides   

In 2008 Zachary was the finalist out of Chicago for Simon Fuller's XIX Entertainment nationwide talent search for new 

actors. Zachary was not only the finalist out of Chicago, but became solely selected representing the best in the United 

States. Zachary has since been involved with community outreach and co-founded Ave Fenix Pictures as another vehicle 

for outreach through the means of film. Zachary is the lead actor in the upcoming films When my Eyes go Dark and Love 

you to the moon and back due out in 2015/2016.  

 

“It was special to go back to my roots and unite with the communities that have helped shape me. We wanted to give 

them a voice and be able to show what we can do when we unite. It becomes a chain reaction and when people can 

work for the common good, we not only unite ourselves, but others here, near, far and away.” 



 

Director and Producer Marius Iliescu   

Award winning director, actor and producer, Romanian born Marius Iliescu found his second home in the United States 

in 1997, where he continues to express his passion for the art of filmmaking. His American odyssey included New York, 

Boston, Detroit and Chicago before he established himself in Los Angeles in 2013.  

Recipient of a BFA in Acting from Hyperion University, a private conservatory in Bucharest, Romania, Marius knows the 

intricacies of working with actors and has the tools of empowering them for best camera performances.  

His first recognition as a filmmaker came in 2005, when his short, I Still Love You, won Best Director, Best 

Cinematography and Best Music at the Grizzdance Film Festival. At the time Marius was completing his second degree, 

a BA in Dance Performance and Choreography from Oakland University, Michigan. This achievement broadened his 

artistic horizons tremendously and as a result he was invited as a principal dancer with Detroit Dance Collective, the 

most intriguing and visually spectacular contemporary dance company in Michigan, with which he danced professionally 

four years – 2005/2009.  

In 2010 Marius earned a third degree, his Master of Arts in Directing from Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. 

Also, in 2010 he was the lead actor and choreographer in D’Balentine Creative’s production of Death and Detroit, an 

acclaimed short film about Motor City’s untamed spirit, and in 2011 was also Colin Ulman’s lead in Working With The 

Dead and The Witnesses.  

In 2012 Marius joined the world of Chicago’s filmmakers. Butterflies In The Dark, a real story of survival - Marius Iliescu 

Executive Producer, Original Screenplay, Lead Actor, and Adios Vaya Con Dios, a gritty urban thriller based on real 

events -Marius Iliescu Producer, Co-Director, Co-Lead Actor, were two of the last films he worked on in Chicago, 

currently completed.  

Adios Vaya Con Dios, Marius’ first feature film as co-director, celebrated its world premiere at the Bel-Air Film Festival 

in Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, California in October 2014, being awarded with Best Audience Feature Film Award 

RunnerUp. The film was produced by Ave Fenix Pictures, an Independent Film Alliance – Chicago, USA. 

Grateful to have a solid dramatic experience, strong work ethic and versatility in directing and performing, Marius is 

open to the challenges ahead. The infinite complexity of human behavior is the engine that will push his creative 

filmmaking boundaries much further. Since October 2013, Marius resides in Los Angeles, California.  Here he is preparing 

to launch his own production company, Lion’s Cage Films. 

“Every step is a challenge! Every challenge must be conquered!” 



 

Artist Alfredo KAOS Leon  

Alfredo Leon is an upcoming tattoo prodigy from Aurora, Illinois, the second largest city outside of Chicago, home to the 

second largest Hispanic population in Chicago. KAOS has competed in the Chicago Urban Art competition the last three 

years always finishing in the top 3. KAOS was responsible for all of the Olmec gang art in the film, from graffiti, tattoos 

and face paint. 

“I jumped right in because I wanted A-town (Aurora) to be finally represented. We have had such good artists and 

musicians coming out of here, but no one who ever captured our streets. I really got into the Olmec gang culture that 

Zachary Laoutides used in order to artistically show some of the violence that happens in the barrio. We had to mask it 

with some imagination and try not to step on anyone’s toes AND masking it is what we just did. I think the artistry we 

created for the Olmecs is going to stick around here for a very long time, it already has a cult following. ” 

 

 

Director Timothy J. Aguado (pictured left next to Producers Mónica Esmeralda León, Marius Iliescu and Carmen Madia) 

Timothy J. Aguado is one of the co-founders of Ave Fenix Pictures serving as Producer and Director of the upcoming 

films When my Eyes go Dark and Love you to the Moon and back. 

“It was great to come on board to such a talented team. I was inspired to see how many people got involved from the 

neighborhoods and wanted to see the film through. I saw the end game of the film, the potential it had and the 

dynamics of a united community wanting to have a voice. What’s amazing is that it’s still going strong and we’re just 

warming up.” 



 

 

Actor Madrid St. Angelo  

Madrid St. Angelo is a working, professional actor, a graduate of New York’s Neighborhood Playhouse; New School of 

Acting. He trained directly under William Alderson and Sandford Meisner. Madrid is known for his work in The Lower 

Circle (2009), The Great Wall of Calcutta (2009) and Cup of My Blood (2005). 

 

Madrid St. Angelo is the company founder of the URBANTHEATER COMPANY; he serves as the company’s Artistic 

Director. Madrid is a Joseph Jefferson nominated actor and an award winning theatrical director appearing in numerous 

independent films, television commercials, television episodics and industrials. 

 

 

Actress Jessica Beligni  

Jéssica Rebelo Beligni was born and raised in Brazil and came to the United States in 2010 to learn English and continue 

her academics. Jéssica has been in the performing arts world most of her life starring in several plays and musicals in 

Brazil and in the United States. Highlights of her young acting career include performing in Beauty and the Beast, Peter 

Pan in in Brazil, along with dramatic plays in Rio de Janeiro. Jéssica also played Dawn in Buffy, the Vampire Slayer - the 

musical in Chicago. While residing in Chicago she was a student of improv at Second City and performed stand-up at 

local comedy clubs. 

Besides her love for the performing arts, Jéssica competed for the title of Miss Brazil Cultural and Miss Latin America 

from Feria Cultural in 2012 winning both cultural pageants, which gave her the opportunity to share her cultural 

perspective with the world.  

 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1454723?ref_=nmbio_mbio
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1454723?ref_=nmbio_mbio


 

 

Actor Emmanuel Isaac  

Emmanuel Isaac is an American actor from Chicago, Illinois. He is well known for his versatile roles, portraying a Latino 

gangster in the award winning film Adios Vaya Con Dios, an emotionally confused young man in When My Eyes Go Dark, 

and a young Native American in the artistic drama Hogtown. Isaac's distinguished look landed him the role in Hogtown, 

giving him a unique perspective on art films. 

He then auditioned for Adios Vaya Con Dios by submitting a video to the producers of Ave Fenix Pictures, which earned 

him the role. They loved his work ethic so much that soon after they casted him as "Aaron" in the highly anticipated 

psychological thriller When My Eyes Go Dark. 

 

Actor Albertho Garcia 

Albertho Garcia, also known as Al Marchesi, is a prominent Chicago Latino actor now residing in Los Angeles who has 

been in a variety of Chicago films and shorts. Albertho is known for the Detroit independent film Bender and his 

appearances in films such as The Dark Knight.  

After finishing the film Adios Vaya Con Dios 2015 playing the lead supporting character of Eloy Rosales and completing 

his acting studies in Chicago, Albertho traveled to California where he has landed himself roles in several television pilots 

and proof of concepts for feature films. Albertho is noted for his strong work ethic and believable performances. 

 

 

 

 



 

Actor Nathan Ayala  

Nathan Ayala is a writer and actor recently casted as Aurelio in Adios Vaya con Dios 2015 and Ave Fenix Pictures next 

film When my Eyes Go Dark. Other credits include: I Heart Shaky, directed by Kevin Cooper and Una Y Otra Vez, directed 

by Ricardo Islas.  

Nathan made his stage debut at the age of 19 as a Spanish actor member of the Acamapitchli Acting Academy in 

Chicago, performing in a TV series called Los Desarraigados; the radio soap opera show aired on WOJO called Espera de 

Amor; the international film El Sonador and several off-Broadway plays including La Quema de los Billetes. Nathan 

trained at Ted Liss Studio for Performing Arts in Chicago and is a firm believer that the dramatic arts can influence 

people’s lives in a positive way.  

 

 

Actor and Producer Joseph Mennella  

Born in Melrose Park, Illinois, Joseph makes his film debut in Adios Vaya Con Dios as street boss Gio Angeli. A veteran 

stage actor, Joseph studied acting at Chicago's Second City Training Center and has starred in various theatre 

productions all over Chicago.  

Joseph Mennella is also one of the co-founders of Ave Fenix Pictures. He is currently shooting the feature film Love you 

to the Moon and back portraying lead character Jazz musician Jules Mandel due out next year. 

 



 

Actor and Producer Ric Morgan  

Ric Morgan embarked on his career in film as screen actor in 2011, he has portrayed a wide variety of characters in a 

fast-growing number of films, shorts, industrials and commercials. Ric is also noted for print, radio, and voice-over work. 

In his previous career Ric Morgan was in law enforcement serving as a sheriff, a counter-terrorism expert and a bomb 

tech. Prior to Y2K, and again after 911, Ric found himself live and on video before sworn audiences on such fascinating 

topics as Crisis Management, Disaster Preparedness and Active Shooter Response. Since then Ric has been involved in 

the art community bringing stories to life as a producer and script consultant. 

 

 

United Kingdom Musician Liam Williams  

Liam Williams was featured as a vocalist in a Jodz Productions track called Crowded, recorded at the Beat Lab in 

Middleton Manchester. Liam Williams is also featured as a vocalist and the mix engineer on 4 tracks for The Gargantua 

Projects and the debut album Teleophobia to be released in July this year.   

Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: Control, Hinterland, All my thoughts and The Agreement 



 

Mexican and Argentinian Musician Gaston Sanchez Jauregui  

In 2008 living in Los Angeles, Gaston recorded his first solo disc Uninspired. This album was characterized as in English, a 

fusion of both worlds today and a dash of 80s. Gaston describes his record as "alternative pop, quite colorful and with 

attitude," the critics hailed the album a success because of the personality in Gaston’s voice. 

The album was produced by Aldo Remy Studios Muñoz, who in addition has worked with other artists such as Belanova, 

Cuca, Blue Violet Playa Limbo, and Siddarttha. 

Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: Adios, All the time and Tears 

 

 

Composer Mickey Synteklas  

Mickey Synteklas is the founder of La Ratonera Studios spanning into Mexico and Latin America. Mickey is also the 

producer of many tracks for Alex Villarreal and tours with him regularly around the world. Mickey worked with Zachary 

Laoutides to compose the soundtrack for Adios Vaya Con Dios. 

Original Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: Goodbye and go with God, Raptword and Cicero 



 

Singer Alex Villarreal  

Alex Villarreal can be recognized from Mexico’s legendary band El Recodo. Alex Villarreal participated with Ave Fenix 

Pictures collaborating his songs into Adios Vaya Con Dios. Furthermore, Alex made a guest appearance in the new Ave 

Fenix Pictures film When my Eyes go Dark due out in 2015. 

Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: El borracho de la mesa 20, Mentirosa, Como Le Hago? and Mi Mal 

 

 

United Kingdom Musician and Composer Joel Goldberg 

Joel Goldberg is a twenty-year-old bassist, guitarist and producer. Joel is a musical prodigy out of Manchester United 

Kingdom and composes his own music while often collaborating with other artists for musical scores and original film 

music. 

His background music in Adios Vaya Con Dios was praised for setting the tone and momentum for the film; critic’s 

agreed that his instrumentals reeled the audiences in. 

Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: The forest Speaks, Song 6 and Calm before the Storm 



 

Singer Kamorlinga (Andrés Camorlinga Monje) from Mexico City. 

Andrés Camorlinga Monje is a break out artist from Mexico City recently interviewed by several Mexican television 

programs for his new album Dos Mundos, being applauded as an independent success. Many of Kamorling’s songs are 

reminiscing of Euro Spanish rock from the 80’s. 

Tracks for Adios Vaya Con Dios include: 10 Desiserto, Dos Mundos, 8 Entre Suenos and Me Voy 
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